Response for the Anonymous Referee #2 on "The effect of high dust amount on the 1 surface temperature during the Last Glacial Maximum: A modelling study using 2 MIROC-ESM" by Rumi Ohgaito et al. Dust feedbacks on climate include direct effects, cloud effects, and snow darkening. Dust 8 effects are discussed, in terms of perturbation to the atmospheric radiation budgets and 9 surface temperatures. The study is an interesting contribution to both the dust 10 community and the paleoclimate community. In my opinion the manuscript still need 11 some improvement before publication. 12
The global dust budget of previous studies is summarized in Table 1 debris does not appear to be itself a potential dust source type, but rather fine grained 101 material would be. Please try to be more specific in your definition of glaciogenic sources 102 (e.g. see Bullard et al. 2016) . 103
104
The sentence has been rewritten and the term "moraine debris" has been changed to 105 The unit has been changed and the additional information requested is now presented 174 in Table 3 . 175 176 7/11: What do you mean exactly by "higher uplift"? Transport to higher levels in the 177 troposphere? Please clarify this aspect, as it may be confused with larger emissions 178 (which should not be case, since glaciogenic sources appear to be prescribed to a fix 179 emissions flux). Thank you for your suggestion. These studies have now been cited because 325 discussion of their findings is appropriate in this section of our manuscript. 326
